
TYLER LIPTON
Warren, New Jersey 07059 | 9083002761 | tytylipton@outlook.com

EXPERIENCE

08/2022 - Current Server
Champs Downtown － State College, PA

Provided exceptional service to high volume of daily customers.
Developed rapport with guests and assisted in generating repeat business.
Operated POS terminals to input orders, split bills and calculate totals.
Checked identification to verify guests to legally purchase alcoholic beverages.

08/2022 - Current Magazine Videographer
VALLEY Magazine － State College, PA

Secured and organized projects and footage using standardized practices.
Edited and manipulated videos to upload and post to social media platforms.
Collaborated across organizations to understand needs and objectives and effectively
scope projects.

08/2020 - 05/2021 News Reporter
The Daily Collegian － State College, PA

Covered news events at various locations and delivered information in cohesive format
on-air.
Built relationships with experts in various fields to create funnel for story leads and
information.
Conducted interviews with various individuals to obtain valuable quotes for stories.

06/2020 - 08/2022 Certified Lifeguard
Camp Riverbend Day Camp － Warren, NJ

Collaborated closely with team to identify issues and quickest methods for remediation.
Maintained strong proficiency in CPR, First Aid and rescue techniques to provide optimal
support to individuals in distress.

06/2019 - 08/2019 Certified Lifeguard
Meadowbrook Day Camp － Long Valley, NJ

Identified emergency situations or potential drownings and entered water for lifesaving
measures.
Used training and medical supplies to examine injured people and administer first aid.
Cautioned swimmers regarding unsafe practices and safety hazards.

01/2015 - 10/2016 Youth Tennis Instructor
Chester Tennis Club － Chester, NJ

Demonstrated techniques to players to teach new skills and reinforce tennis abilities.
Developed training programs and patterns based on learning styles.
Educated athletes in rules, strategies, sportsmanship and performance principles.

LANGUAGES

I am proficient in Spanish

WEBSITES, PORTFOLIOS, PROFILES



http://personal.psu.edu/tjl5843/index.html

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Penn State University Park － State College, PA

CERTIFICATIONS

Public Relations Major DMNTA Minor
RAMPS Server/Seller Training Certification
Muck Rack Fundamentals of Media Training Certification
Excel Essential Training Certification
Social and Behavioral Human Subjects Research IRB Course Certification
Microsoft Dynamics and Verbal and Written Communication


